East Asia is dominated by a typical monsoon climate. The East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) exhibits considerable variability on a wide range of time scales during the 20 th century. A substantial portion is the multi-decadal variability. Over the recent decades, the EASM has been weakening from the end of the 1970s which results in a "southern China f ood and northern China drought" rainfall pattern. Understanding the mechanisms responsible for the weakening tendency has been a challenge for climate research community. Examinations on the long-term change of the EASM during the 20 th century f nd no signif cant trends, indicating the pronounced weakening tendency of the EASM in recent decades is unprecedented. After documenting the prominent features of the interdecadal climate transition, a review is presented in this paper on the proposed explanations to the observed changes. The proposed factors include the Indian Ocean and far western Pacif c warming, the tropical central-eastern Pacif c warming, the weakening sensible heat source over the Tibetan Plateau, and the aerosol forcing, as well as internal variability. While parts of the monsoon circulation changes can be explained in terms of the proposed mechanisms, it is still beyond the scope of our current knowledge to present a complete picture. Much remains to be learned about the mechanisms that produce such multi-decadal changes in the EASM, but it seems still unclear whether human activities and global warming are playing signif cant roles.
Introduction
The East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM) is an important component of the Asian-Australian monsoon system. The distinctive topography and orography of East Asia produce unique features in the EASM. While the South Asian or Indian summer monsoon is purely a tropical monsoon system, the EASM is composed of both tropical and subtropical systems. The monsoon circulation system over East Asia has a high degree of independence and differs from that over South Asia, although some associations between them still occur at times (TAO and CHEN, 1987; DING, 1994; LAU et al., 2000) . The monsoon activity is crucial to regional and local water resources: the summer monsoon rainfall accounts for 40-50 % (60-70 %) of the annual precipitation in South (North) China (GONG, 2007) . Any process disturbing the normal seasonal advance or retreat of the monsoon rainbelt would lead to def cient or excessive precipitation, and hence inf uence the economy and so- 
